
onlinE 
signaturEs – 
WHy not?

 think that there is something inherently satisfying about 
being able to do everything from my desk rather than 
having to organise printing, scanning and postage. Maybe 

it’s just me, but when we have technology that makes signing 
documents faster, easier and paper-free, it’s a no-brainer. so with 
the Law society releasing their practice of accepting the use of 
electronic signatures in July last year, i am curious about the slow 
rate of adoption.

industries such as accounting and finance are increasingly using 
electronic signatures, and it makes sense for the legal sector 
to continue the trend and remove paper from the transaction 
where possible. in what situation can esignatures be used in law? 
Virtually any - from the initial beginnings of the transaction, such 
as the client care letter, to the completion of contract packs and 
sDLT forms. in the consumer world and often in professional lives 
too, electronic signatures are used to finalise documents. so it 
makes perfect sense to provide your clients with the same sort of 
efficient and enjoyable technology.

speaking to lawyers, it appears that the biggest barrier to adopting 
esignatures is the understanding of security. But what if i told 
you that electronic signatures are arguably more secure than a 
wet signature? an electronic signature creates a rich and robust 
data trail that details the when, where and how, where a wet 
signature does not. an esignature solution can capture information 
about the signatories including email and iP addresses as well as 
mobile phone numbers, cross verifying the information, providing 
authenticity behind the signature and sealing it against tampering. 
in fact, this clever technology effectively becomes a ‘witness’.

in short, esignatures package up so much information that 
using them can actually help minimise fraud. indeed, at a recent 
conveyancing association meeting i attended, almost all the firms 
in attendance said they would be using them.

That’s because uploading and signing documents electronically is 
simple, with modern interfaces including easy tools to add fields. 
ideally, electronic signature solutions should also fit in seamlessly 
with your existing systems, and pull forms or data from your other 
matters. with this in mind, signiT from infoTrack has been created 
to slot within your workflow, allowing you to sign any document 
at any stage of your matter, or to use independently, allowing you 
to upload any document and have it signed from anywhere, any 
time. Technology such as this is certainly functional but it should 
also be enjoyable, and help your firm grow into a progressive and 
competitive business. 

aDaM BullION, Head of Marketing, InfoTrack.

Funding 
pEnsion 
Contributions 
For CHildrEn

arents are often reluctant to gift assets to their children, 
which they could access immediately, in case it impacts 
their career efforts.

Gifting using pension contributions can be a tax efficient way of 
reducing your future inheritance tax (ihT) liability, while ensuring 
your children don’t have immediate access to the funds (with no 
access until at least 55).

in addition, if your child is a higher rate tax payer, the overall family 
tax saving could be significant.

Let’s assume your child’s earnings are limited to those from 
their employer (£85,000 gross), and they have no other pension 
arrangements.

This tax year, a contribution of £40,000 gross could be made 
on which 40% income tax relief would be received. The higher 
rate income tax threshold is currently £45,000 and, therefore, 
higher rate relief would be received on the full annual allowance of 
£40,000 (£85,000 earnings less £45,000).

while a greater amount could actually be contributed using carry 
forward relief, any excess may not receive higher rate tax relief.

advantages
contributing to children’s pensions will reduce the overall value of 
your estate, and subsequent ihT liability.

if out of surplus income and of a habitual nature, the contributions 
are immediately free from ihT.

funding pensions will enable your children to provision for 
retirement, with their earnings directed elsewhere (for example, a 
house deposit or school fees).

The majority of income and gains on investments within a uK 
pension are tax-free. Pensions are also outside of the children’s 
estate for ihT purposes, and up to 25% could be drawn tax free.

Overall family tax Relief
for example, to facilitate a contribution of £40,000 gross, your child 
will need to contribute £32,000 (net of 20%). The provider will claim 
20% tax relief on their behalf, and they will claim the remaining 20% 
via self-assessment, reducing the net cost to £24,000.

should you survive 7 years after making the gift, you will also have 
effectively saved 40% ihT on the £32,000 gift.

for your overall family situation, the effective tax relief for a 
£40,000 gross contribution is £28,800, equating to 72%!

Pensions and estate planning are tricky areas to navigate, though 
with significant advantages if tackled correctly. 

PReMal DattaNI, Chartered Financial Planner, Saunderson House.
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